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              “Step to the Rear,” from the 1967 Broadway production How Now, Dow Jones, announces that “here’s where we separate the notes from the noise, the men from the boys, the rose from the poison ivy.” In this rousing musical, the characters center their lives around the stock market and saving the US economy.



Familiar themes tend to resurface in reality imitating art. Once again, to save the current economy and their individual organizations, senior leaders need to commit themselves to the vigilance required to hire the best and brightest in their industries. But most senior leaders don’t understand enough about what they should be looking for in prospective candidates. Too often, they hire someone who reminds them of themselves or someone they simply like.

Sometimes this approach works, but too often it fails, sometimes to the tune of millions of dollars. One VP of HR told me recently that their most recent bad hire had indeed cost them a cool million. That’s a high-stakes mistake in anyone’s world.

In all industries, the number one mistake I see clients making is a tendency to hire tacticians—people who know how to put processes in place and execute plans—over strategists: people who know what the company should be doing. Click To Tweet People who can separate the critical from the unimportant, the real thing from the imposter are even more important now than they were when the 1967 musical encouraged us to find them. Strategists can use tactics to execute a plan, but pure tacticians usually can’t think strategically. In other words, you can train a strategist to implement a plan, but you can’t teach a tactician to think analytically about what the plan should be.

As you look at those in our chain of command and consider candidates for hire, ask yourself these questions about each person:

• Does this person have an understanding of how to separate “what” from “how”? An awareness that establishing the destination before deciding on the mode of transportation is essential?

• Can this person keep a global perspective and avoid becoming mired in the details and tactics?

• Does this person have the ability to see patterns and anticipate consequences?

• Are priorities apparent? Is this person able to zero in on the critical few and put aside the trivial many when allocating time and resources?

• When facing a complicated or unfamiliar problem, can this individual get to the core of the issue and immediately begin to formulate possible solutions?

“Yes” answers to these means you have been able to separate the ace from the pack. But “no” answers imply you have some work to do. Even though the tacticians in your organization will often be the fastest runners, you need strong strategists who can daily determine which race your organization should enter. Now, all others need to step to the rear and let a winner lead the way.

Dr. Linda Henman helps CEOs and Boards of Directors set strategies, mergers and acquisitions, plan succession, and develop talent. She can be reached at linda@henmanperformancegroup.com or 636-537-3774.


    
        Helping organizations and individuals achieve a more powerful success mindset.

        Contact us to experience the dramatic growth and improvement.

        Schedule a Call
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